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The IAEA International Regulatory Review Team (IRRT) programme assists
Member States to enhance the organization and performance of their nuclear safety
regulatory body. Such a regulatory body must work within the framework of its national
legal system which in turn should ensure both the independence and the legal powers
available to the regulatory body. Additionally the national administrative and legislative
system should ensure that the regulatory body has sufficient funding and resources to
carry out its functions of reviewing and assessing safety submissions; licensing or
authorizing nuclear safety activities, establishing regulations and criteria; inspecting
nuclear facilities and enforcing national legislation. The regulatory body should be
resourced and staffed by capable and experienced people to a level commensurate with
the national nuclear programme. IRRT missions focus on all these aspects in assessing
the regulatory body's safety effectiveness. Comparisons with successful practices in
other countries are made and ideas for improving safety are exchanged at the working
level.
An IRRT mission is made only at the request of a Member State. It is not an
inspection to determine compliance with national legislation, rather an objective review
of nuclear regulatory practices with respect to international guidelines. The evaluation
can complement national efforts by providing an independent, international assessment
of work processes that may identify areas for improvement. Through the IRRT
programme, the IAEA facilitates the exchange of knowledge and experience between
international experts and regulatory body personnel. Such advice and assistance will
enhance nuclear safety in all nuclear countries. An IRRT mission is also a good training
ground for observers from newly formed regulatory bodies in developing countries who
follow the evaluation process. This approach, based on voluntary co-operation,
contributes to the attainment of international standards of excellence in nuclear safety at
the regulatory body level.
Essential features of the work of the IRRT experts and their regulatory body
counterparts are the comparisons of regulatory practices with international guidelines
and best practices, and a joint search for areas where practices can be enhanced. The
implementation of any recommendations or suggestions, after consideration by the
regulatory body, is entirely voluntary.

The number of recommendations, suggestions and good practices
contained in this report is in no way a measure of the status of the regulatory
body. Comparisons of such numbers between IRRT reports from different
countries should not be attempted.
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SUMMARY
At the request of the Czech Government authorities, an IAEA team of five
experts visited the State Office for Nuclear Safety (SÚJB) to conduct a reduced scope
International Regulatory Review Team (IRRT) mission. The purpose of the mission
was to review the effectiveness of the regulatory body of the Czech Republic by
reviewing regulatory practices and activities related to the Temelín nuclear power
plant and to exchange information and experience in the regulation of nuclear safety.
The review team concluded that:
• there is a sound legal basis for the licensing of Temelín nuclear power plant
and SÚJB issues permits at each of the defined key stages during the
construction and commissioning phases;
• SÚJB has put in place regulatory requirements for the safety justification of
the Temelín nuclear power plant and has adopted a flexible approach to ensure
that criteria for its review and assessment are established;
• SÚJB has a planned inspection programme in which the resident inspectors
and inspectors from the Prague office confirm that the licensee is constructing
and commissioning Temelín nuclear power plant in accordance with the
conditions set out in the authorisations; and
• advice and assistance from regulatory bodies in Western Europe and North
America has been used to develop an appropriate regulatory system for
authorisation, review and assessment and inspection of the Temelín nuclear
power plant.
The reviewers identified a number of good practices which have been recorded
for the benefit of other nuclear regulatory bodies. They also made recommendations
and suggestions which indicate where improvements are necessary or desirable to
further strengthen the regulatory body in the Czech Republic. In the majority of cases
the recommendations and suggestions are concerned with the longer term
development of the organisation and build on current practices and achievements.
SÚJB staff put a considerable effort into the preparation of the mission.
During the review the team was extended full co-operation during technical
discussions with SÚJB personnel and the organisation and administrative support was
excellent. SÚJB counterparts were enthusiastic and interested in obtaining
international advice and team members appreciated the opportunity to identify lessons
for their own organisations from SÚJB practices.
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INTRODUCTION
At the request of the Czech Government authorities, an IAEA team of five
experts visited the State Office for Nuclear Safety (SÚJB) to conduct a reduced scope
International Regulatory Review Team (IRRT) mission. It was agreed that the mission
would concentrate on the regulatory activities associated with the nuclear power plant
Temelín. This agreement resulted in the review of the following predetermined areas:
the authorisation (licensing) process; regulatory review and assessment; and
inspection and enforcement during commissioning. A full scope IRRT mission to
review the regulatory infrastructure for nuclear, radiation, waste and transport safety
in the Czech Republic and the way in which SÚJB fulfils its full range of regulatory
responsibilities is planned for 2001.
The review was conducted from 7 to 11 February 2000. Before taking part in
the mission the experts reviewed the Advance Reference Material provided by SÚJB.
During the mission, a systematic review of the predetermined areas was completed
using interviews with staff and direct observation of working practices. The team was
based at the SÚJB offices in Prague and during the mission two team members
reviewing the topic inspection and enforcement spent one and a half days at Temelín
nuclear power plant.
SÚJB made available to the team a number of legal, regulatory and internal
documents in English and these are listed in Appendix I. Case studies were presented
to the reviewers to describe the work of SÚJB and assist understanding of working
practices.
In carrying out the review the team recognised that SÚJB was established in
1993 and has taken many steps to develop its regulatory system within a short timescale to ensure effective regulatory supervision of nuclear facilities in the Czech
Republic.

1. THE AUTHORISATION PROCESS
Experts: Oskar Grözinger, Marja-Leena Järvinen
1.1.

THE LICENSING CONCEPT

1.1.1. History
The legislative process regulating industrial utilisation of nuclear energy was
launched by the amendment to the Law No. 50/1976 Coll. on Physical Planning and
Construction Code (the Construction Act). The implementation of this Act has been set
in Regulations No. 83/1976 Coll. on Documentation of the Constructions and No.
85/1996 on More Detailed Regulation of Area Management and Construction
Regulations. The Construction Act of 1976 established for the first time that realisation
of constructions with nuclear installations would require the special approval of the
&]HFKRVORYDN$WRPLF(QHUJ\&RPPLVVLRQ ý6.$( 
Regulation No. 85/1976 Coll. defined the types and content of Safety Analyses
UHTXLUHGE\WKHý6.$(DVEDVLFLQIRUPDWLRQQHFHVVDU\IRUWKHLVVXDQFHRILWVFRQVHQWV
for site approval - site license - Siting Safety Analysis Report
for construction approval - construction license - Preliminary Safety Analysis Report
for operation approval - operational license - Pre-operational Safety Analysis Report
These three main stages of the licensing process are still valid.
1.1.2. Present legal situation
On the 1st of January 1993 the Czech Republic was formed. Since this time a
new legislative system was build up and the State Office for Nuclear Safety, Státni Úrad
pro Jadernau Bezpecnost (SÚJB) was entrusted with the execution of the state
administration and state supervision in the peaceful utilisation of nuclear energy and
ionizing radiation. SÚJB is on the level of a Ministry with its own budget.
In January 1997 the Parliament of the Czech Republic passed Act No. 18/1997
on the Peaceful Utilisation of Nuclear Energy and Ionising Radiation (Atomic Act).
This act represents a modern atomic law. According to this law the licensing of a
nuclear facility consist of three main licensing phases and several approvals or permits.
Despite of this new legal base the old licenses remained still valid.
The Atomic Act 18/1997 authorises the SÚJB to issue regulations in the area
of the Atomic Act. The current set of regulations is listed in Appendix II.
1.1.3. Present licensing practice
The main stages of the licensing process are the site, construction and the
permanent operation license, which are granted based on the Construction Act 50/1976.
Besides the Atomic Act and the Construction Act the Environmental Impact
Assessment Act and the Environmental Act are relevant in the context of licensing
6

process of a nuclear installation. In different stages of licensing process different
regulatory bodies are involved. Some of the systems such as pressure vessel and fire
protection system are regulated in addition to SÚJB by other regulatory bodies. The
following picture shows all the parties involved in the licensing process.
A description of the licensing process and the parties involved is given in
Appendix III.
1.1.4. Main licensing steps
The body issuing the licenses for the main stages of the licensing process (site
license, construction license, and operation license) is the Construction Office of the
District Authority having jurisdiction on the specific site. There are 80 districts in the
Czech Republic. The applicant is required to collect the separate approvals of SÚJB and
of the other involved bodies and to submit the relevant documents to the District
Authority. The District Authority takes the final decision (see figure "Licensing
process" in Appendix III). SÚJB represents the only state regulatory body in all the
aspects of nuclear safety and radiation protection.
The authorisations given by SÚJB for the main licensing steps are:
• Site license:
For the site approval, the licensee has to submit to SÚJB the “Siting Safety Analysis
Report“ for review. This report includes e.g. the description and evidence of
suitability of the selected site with regard to siting criteria for nuclear installations,
the preliminary assessment of operational impact of the proposed installation on
personnel, the public and environment. This report also includes a general quality
assurance (QA) program. The SÚJB Regulation No. 215/1997 Coll., - on criteria
for siting of nuclear installations and installations with significant ionising
radiation sources - gives the requirements for the site approval. The Environmental
Impact Assessment process has to be finalised prior to the issuing of the SÚJB
decision.
• Construction license:
For the construction approval, the applicant has to submit to SÚJB for review the
“Preliminary Safety Analysis Report (PSAR)”, which includes evidence that the
proposed design meets all the requirements for nuclear safety, radiation protection
and emergency preparedness as laid down in the applicable regulations. More
specific QA programs are also submitted to SÚJB for approval. The SÚJB
Regulation No. 195/1999 Coll., - on requirements on nuclear installations for
assurance of nuclear safety, radiation protection and emergency preparedness gives the main safety requirements. Based on positive review results of PSAR and
related documents SÚJB issues the construction permit.
• Operation license:
For the operation approval, the applicant has to submitted to SÚJB for review the
“Final Safety Analysis Report (FSAR)” and additional documents in respect to the
previous commissioning stages, evidence that installation and personnel are
prepared for operation and up-dated limits and conditions of safe operation. The
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SÚJB Regulation No. 106/1998 Coll., - on ensuring nuclear safety in nuclear
installations during their commissioning and operation - and Regulation No.
195/1999 - on requirements on nuclear installations for assurance of nuclear
safety, radiation protection and emergency preparedness - gives the requirements
for this step.
1.1.5. Additional permits1
According to Article 9 of the Atomic Act 18/1997 further permits by the SÚJB
are required for: particular stages of commissioning, restart of a nuclear reactor to
criticality following a nuclear reload, discharge of radionuclides into environment,
modification of the plant in respect to nuclear safety and radiation protection, physical
protection or emergency preparedness of the nuclear installation and so on. Especially
in the case of modification of the plant further approvals of the other regulatory bodies
for example in respect to fire protection or conventional safety could be needed. There
is no administrative body, which co-ordinates all the safety relevant aspects. Only the
licensee is required to collect the separate approvals.
1.1.5.1. Recommendations and suggestions
(1)

BASIS - At the main licensing steps the District Authority issues the license
after receiving all the approvals. This Authority therefore has a co-ordination
and final control function. However, there is no formal co-ordination at the
additional permit stages and for reactor pressure vessel inspections at the
relevant main licensing stages. According to paragraph 4.2 of the IAEA Safety
Standards Series, GS-R-1 ”Legal and Governmental Infrastructure for Nuclear,
Radiation, Radioactive Waste and Transport Safety” … effective arrangements
shall be made to ensure that regulatory responsibilities and functions are ….
co-ordinated to avoid any omissions or unnecessary duplication and to prevent
conflicting requirements being placed on the operator. …
a) Suggestion: SÚJB should consider what could be done to ensure that
there is proper co-ordination between different governmental bodies
at the additional permit stages and for reactor pressure vessel
inspections at the relevant main licensing stages.

1

The word in the Czech language translated as license in previous sub-sections of the
report is translated as permit in the current sub-section. This use of English allows
distinction between the internationally recognized major licensing activities and stages
during the construction, commissioning or operation of a facility at which permission
is required from the regulatory body before further actions may be taken.
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1.1.6. License duration and periodic safety review process
The Atomic Act states in Art 15, (1)d that SÚJB shall specify the period for
which a license is issued. That means, that the law allows a limited or an unlimited
license. SÚJB can also attach conditions to a license. Either a limited license or a
license condition could therefore be used to require completion of a Periodic Safety
Review. For a new NPP like Temelín a time limitation of 10 years should be adequate
and the Periodic Safety Review should include a Probabilistic Safety Analysis.
1.1.6.1. Recommendations and suggestions
(1)

BASIS - PSR shall be carried out as indicated in principle 25 of the IAEA
Safety Fundamentals “The Safety of Nuclear Installations“ Safety Series No.
110: “Systematic safety reassessments of the installation in accordance with
the regulatory requirements shall be performed throughout its operational
lifetime, with account taken of operating experience and significant new safety
information from all relevant sources.

(2)

BASIS - According to According to paragraph 2.6 (6) of the IAEA Safety
Standards Series, GS-R-1 ”Legal and Governmental Infrastructure for Nuclear,
Radiation, Radioactive Waste and Transport Safety”… to require an operator
to perform a systematic safety reassessment or a periodic safety review over
the lifetime of facilities

(3)

BASIS - According to paragraph 732 of the IAEA Safety Standards Series,
Draft NS 248 ”Review and assessment by regulatory body for Nuclear
Facilities” …”As a complement to the deterministic approach described in
para. 730, the regulatory body should require an evaluation of the risks arising
from the facility. A common method to provide such an evaluation is for the
operator to perform a quantified risk analysis or probabilistic safety analysis
(PSA). PSA provides a comprehensive, structured approach to identifying
failure scenarios and the corresponding damages to the facility and as a last
step deriving numerical estimates of risk to workers, the public and the
environment. PSA provides a systematic approach for determining whether the
safety systems are adequate, the defence in depth requirements have been met
and the risks are as low as reasonably achievable. It is usual in such analyses to
use less conservative assumptions and to consider best estimate values.”
a) Recommendation: The operational license for Temelín, when granted,
should include a requirement for a periodic safety review (PSR) to be
carried out every 10 years. The PSR should include evaluations based
on a balance of deterministic and probabilistic analysis.

1.3.

GUIDANCE TO THE LICENSEE
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Act 18/97 § 13 and Annexes give outline guidance to an applicant in respect to
the documents, which have to be submitted. To avoid inefficient discussions SÚJB
should define in advance volume and content of documents to be submitted.
SÚJB intends to continue development of guidance on safety levels to be
achieved and the safety relevant aspects which the documents to be submitted should
cover.
1.3.1. Recommendations and suggestions
(1)

BASIS - According to paragraph 5.4 IAEA Safety Standards Series, GS-R-1
”Legal and Governmental Infrastructure for Nuclear, Radiation, Radioactive
Waste and Transport Safety” … ”Regulatory body shall issue guidance on the
format and content of documents to be submitted by the operator in support of
applications for authorization. …”
a) Suggestion: SÚJB could take benefit from relevant documents on
format and content of documents to be submitted in applications for
an authorisation which have been published by various regulatory
bodies.

1.4

MODIFICATION CONTROL

SÚJB has established a graded (with several levels in respect of safety impact
and adequate consequences of SÚJB’s review and assessment) system of reactions on
modifications of the NPPs in Dukovany. This concept serves the principle of a good
and adequate regulatory supervision and helps to prevent a nuclear hazard. This
system is not yet applied to the NPP Temelín, due to the fact that the plant is in the
construction phase.
1.4.1. Recommendations and suggestions
(1)

BASIS - According to paragraph 5.11 of IAEA Safety Standards Series, GS-R1 ”Legal and Governmental Infrastructure for Nuclear, Radiation, Radioactive
Waste and Transport Safety”… ”Any modification to safety related aspect of a
facility or activity (or having an indirect but significant influence on safety
related aspects) shall be subject to review and assessment, with the potential
magnitude and nature of the associated hazard being taken into account.”.
a) Good Practice: The procedure for defining regulatory actions based on
categorisation of modifications applied at Dukovany nuclear power
plant is a good tool for effective targeting of regulatory resources.
b) Suggestion: The procedure for defining regulatory actions based on
categorisation of modifications applied at Dukovany nuclear power
plant should also be implemented in the regulatory process during the
operational phase for Temelín nuclear power plant.
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1.5.

AUTHORISATION OF SELECTED PLANT PERSONNEL

Requirements on NPP personnel qualification and training differ according to
the activities they perform. According to the Atomic Act the applicant/licensee has to
submit to SÚJB for approval a list of important working activities impacting on
nuclear safety, competence requirements, professional training and method of its
verification. The training is performed in a Training Centrum. The Training is subject
to approval and inspection activities of SÚJB.
The NPP personnel can be divided into three groups in respect to requirements
for qualifications and training. Selected personnel including shift supervisor, reactor
unit supervisor, reactor operator, turbine operator, inspecting physicist and fuel
supervisor need to be licensed by SÚJB. Technical personnel related to nuclear safety
and other technical personnel related to housekeeping, Information Center Staff etc.
need no license but requirements are set to their qualification and training.
Qualification and training requirements on technical personnel (with working
activities in some aspects related to nuclear safety) depends on the position, they have
to go through the specialised training in the Training Centrum. All personnel has to go
through at least a basic training on conventional and nuclear safety.
There was no need for a recommendation or suggestion in this area.
1.6.

ADVISORY GROUP

In accordance to the international customs two advisory committees, a
Commission for Nuclear Safety and a Commission for Radiation protection - have
been established by the Chairman of the SÚJB. The aim of the advisory committees is
to discuss topical and strategic tasks of Nuclear Safety and Radiation protection in the
Czech Republic. The Chairman of the SÚJB assigns the tasks of the committees. The
committees prepare recommendations for the Chairman of the SÚJB.
The members of the advisory committees are appointed and withdrawn by the
Chairman of SÚJB. They are selected from leading Czech or foreign professionals to
assure high level of qualification and independence. The list of advisory committee
members is in Appendix IV.
The advisory committees assemble at minimum twice a year. There may be
additional meetings if necessary.
The advisory committees can conclude if two thirds of their members
appointed in the date of the meeting are present. Conclusions are voted by majority of
the present members. In complex or controversial questions the opinion of the
minority can be attached to the conclusion. The Chairmen of each of the committees
present the conclusions in the written form to the Chairman of SÚJB. These
conclusions have a status of recommendations only.

1.6.1. Recommendations and suggestions
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(1)

BASIS - According to paragraph 2.4 (9) of the IAEA Safety Standards Series,
GS-R-1 ”Legal and Governmental Infrastructure for Nuclear, Radiation,
Radioactive Waste and Transport Safety” ….”Legislation shall be promulgated
to provide for the effective control of nuclear, radiation, waste and transport
safety. This legislation: shall allow for the creation of independent advisory
bodies to provide expert opinion to, and for consultation by, the government
and regulatory body;” … and according to paragraph 4.9 of the IAEA Safety
Standards Series, GS-R-1 ”Legal and Governmental Infrastructure for Nuclear,
Radiation, Radioactive Waste and Transport Safety” … ”The government of
the regulatory body may choose to give formal structure to the processes by
which expert opinion and advice are provided to the regulatory body; ….”.
The Czech Republic has established Advisory Committees. It is up to SÚJB to
involve Advisory Committee. The Advisory Committee can, but must not, be
involved in the licensing process of a project. In case of involvement the
Advisory Committee may come to a different conclusions as the SÚJB.
a) Good Practice: SÚJB can obtain technical and scientific advice from
the advisory committees for nuclear safety and radiation protection
which comprise Czech and foreign professionals.

1.7.

SÚJB BUDGET AND THE COSTS OF THE LICENSING ACTIVITIES

SÚJB is financed from the state budget. The budget is for one year (fiscal year
= calendar year) and have a form of an Act i.e. cannot be easily changed. The
amount allocated for the SÚJB as the whole budget undergoes political negotiations
and may differ from year to year.
The general breakdown of the SÚJB budget is as follows:
40%
30-45%
15-30%

is allocated for financing two SÚJB institutes, salaries of SÚJB
employees and investment of the SÚJB;
SÚJB operational costs;
is used for technical support e.g. independent calculation needed
for evaluation of safety analyses.

The part used for technical support differs in different years. During the
Temelín PSAR evaluation in 1996 – 1997, 30 % of the budget was used for external
expertise. During last the two years the share of the technical support has been about
15 % of the SÚJB budget.
Contracts in the framework of technical support are subject to the rules for
spending from public budgets. This limits flexibility of assignment and prevents larger
projects, which may last for several years. Most of contracts have to be assigned
according to Act No. 199/1994 on Public Procurement.
The Act No. 1999/1994 Coll. on the other side ensures the quality and
independence of evaluation. This means that the same institution or individual cannot
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evaluate its (his/her) work performed for another subject e.g. a NPP, a potential
contractor has to prove qualification, competence etc.
The applicant/licensee pays only the license fee which is fixed and it does not
reflect the amount of work needed for the assessment and review process. Therefore
there are going on licensing processes of systems which are intended to foreign
countries.
1.7.1. Recommendations and suggestions
(1)

BASIS - According to paragraph 2.2 (4) of the IAEA Safety Standards Series,
GS-R-1 ”Legal and Governmental Infrastructure for Nuclear, Radiation,
Radioactive Waste and Transport Safety” …. the regulatory body shall be
provided with adequate authority and power, and it shall be ensured that it has
adequate staffing and financial resources to discharge its assigned
responsibilities. “…
It has become the generally accepted practice
internationally that the majority of the substantial additional costs of operating
a nuclear regulatory regime are recovered from those who give rise to the
costs.
a) Recommendation: SÚJB should be able to acquire external expertise
when and as far as it is necessary. To facilitate the availability of long
term competence, in order to manage the balance between key
competence available either within SÚJB or in supporting
organisations, SÚJB should be able to:
• contract external expertise without any time limits in the contracts
• select the consulted experts by the principle of best available expertise
in respect to the objects to be evaluated
• build up long term co-operation with capable experts of technical or
scientific organisations in order to retain access to enough independent
expertise.
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2.
REVIEW AND ASSESSMENT
Experts: Oskar Grözinger, Marja-Leena Järvinen
2.1.

SAFETY ASSESSMENT CRITERIA

On the upper level the criteria for review and assessment are relatively
indefinite but all subjects of nuclear safety are covered. In detail here exist Act
No.18/1998 Coll. and the 14 specialised Decrees of SÚJB for different areas of
licensing related to Act 18/1998. All basic criteria requirements are implemented in
these basic documents, whose fulfilling is legally binding and from the part of the
licensee holder unconditionally required for all phases during the whole lifetime of the
nuclear facility – e.g. for design, construction, all stages of operation and for
decommissioning. During the preparation of this legal base (in 1994-1999 period)
advice was obtained and implemented from countries where the use of nuclear energy
and radiation protection are found on a very high level.
On the practical level there exists no comprehensive system of detailed
criteria. Detailed criteria (requirements), applied primarily to the individual
components and systems are defined and follow a set of guides and/or national
industrial standards. When, in some special cases, criteria base does not exist, the
international recommendations, standards and guides, are adopted. These additional
criteria are always subject of negotiations with the licensee (applicant). Individual
specialist meetings between SÚJB and licensee (applicant) serve for the purpose of
these negotiations. The conclusions of these meetings are presented in the minutes of
the meetings and depending on the subject send to an applicant/licensee by a letter.
Regarding this topic see also chapter ”Guidance to the licensee”.
2.2.

DETERMINISTIC AND PROBABILISTIC ASSESSMENT

The basis and the objective of deterministic and probabilistic assessment are to
verify compliance with the safety criteria. The establishment of the safety criteria is on
the operation level in the competence of SÚJB.
Review and assessment of SÚJB in the Temelín licensing process is mostly
with deterministic tools. Up to now probabilistic methods have practically not been
used by SÚJB for assessing the design of plant. But it has been used for approving the
emergency zones of NPP Temelín.
In Czech review and assessment of nuclear safety the concept of design basis
accidents play an important role. To some extent there also has been further
prevention done to reduce the effects of beyond design basis accidents.
PSA is used as a tool for evaluating aspects of the safety at Dukovany nuclear
power plant. It is the SÚJB intention to adopt PSA in a similar way for the Temelín
nuclear power plant.
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A recommendation on the use of PSA has been included in a chapter ”License
duration and periodic safety review process”.
2.2.1. Recommendations and suggestions
(1)

BASIS - According to paragraph 732 of the IAEA Safety Standards Series,
Draft NS 248 ”Review and assessment by regulatory body for Nuclear
Facilities” …”As a complement to the deterministic approach described in
para. 730, the regulatory body should require an evaluation of the risks arising
from the facility. A common method to provide such an evaluation is for the
operator to perform a quantified risk analysis or probabilistic safety analysis
(PSA). PSA provides a comprehensive, structured approach to identifying
failure scenarios ans the corresponding damages to the facility and as a last
step deriving numerical estimates of risk to workers, the puplic and the
environment. PSA provides a systematic approach for determining whether the
safety systems are adequate, the defence in depth requirements have been met
and the risks are as low as reasonably achieveable. It is usual in such analyses
to use less conservative assumptions and to consider best estimate values.”
a) Good Practice: As a result of discussions between SÚJB and licensee
some severe accident management features have been incorporated to
the design, even though this is not a legal requirement.

2.3.

ORGANISATION OF SÚJB ASSESSMENT AND ITS DOCUMENTATION

SÚJB’s QA system consists of two levels of guidance. The higher level guide
describes the organisational rules of SÚJB and defines the organisational structure,
Safety Policy and the QA System Strategy. The second level of QA system consists of
a set of procedures. Below these two levels there are four methodological instructions.
Three of them are related to assessment activities of Temelín and one defines the
procedure to check the readiness of the utility before the start-up. The list of SÚJB
guides is in Appendix V.
In addition to this guidance there are orders given by the Chairman or the vice
- chairmen.
The following directives have guided the assessment of the documentation of
the Temelín NPP, for instance:
• VDS 17/1994 “Directive on the responsibility of the SÚJB inspections in the
process of NPP Temelín licensing”
• VDS 30/1996 “Directive on evaluation of computer codes for nuclear safety
assessment”
VDS 17/1994 defines the tasks of the SÚJB personnel in respect of the
assessment of different chapters of PSAR/FSAR and the way of documentation. Each
chapter of the Safety Evaluation Report (SER) shall contain all predefined topics. In
chapter 2.3 the assessment criteria are presented.
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2.3.1. Recommendations and suggestions
(1)

BASIS - According to paragraph 4.5 of the IAEA Safety Standards Series, GSR-1 ”Legal and Governmental Infrastructure for Nuclear, Radiation,
Radioactive Waste and Transport Safety”… ”The regulatory body shall
establish and implement appropriate arrangements for a systematic approach to
quality management that extends throughout the range of its responsibilities
and functions.”.
a)

Good Practice: The documentation of the assessment results in a
structured and systematic way in the SER can be seen as a good
practice. Especially when the assessment criteria are a combination of
the national, international practices and related standards.

b) Recommendation: SÚJB should review the internal processes
associated with review and assessment, authorisation, inspection and
enforcement, and ensure these are documented in the QA system.
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3. INSPECTION AND ENFORCEMENT
Experts: Alan Rae and Michael Tschiltz

3.1

PROVISION OF GUIDANCE TO INSPECTORS

SÚJB has not developed a complete set of instructions, referred to hereafter as
an inspection manual, for conducting all types of inspections within its areas of
responsibility. The inspection manual is necessary in order to provide specific
guidance for inspectors on items to be considered for review during the inspection. A
limited number of procedures have been developed for inspection of commissioning
activities and routine resident inspector inspection activities at Temelín. Inspectors
assigned to perform inspections are expected to develop and submit for approval
inspection plans that detail the areas to be covered during the inspection activities.
Until a complete set of procedures can be developed, management review of
inspection plans provides a method to help assure consistency of inspections. SÚJB
management can also ensure that the inspection plans are written with the appropriate
level of detail to ensure that the appropriate level of effort is applied. It should be
noted that current inspection activities at Temelín are primarily focused on
commissioning activities for which some inspection procedures have already been
written and approved.
Discussions with SÚJB inspection managers also indicated that although the
topic of standards for conduct of inspectors is mentioned in the Atomic Act, certain
aspects of standards for code of conduct for inspectors included in the applicable
IAEA Safety Guide are not covered. Further discussions on the topic revealed that
SÚJB procedures governing the inspection program did not provide any guidance on
the topic of the standard of conduct of inspectors.
3.1.1. Recommendations and Suggestions
(1)

BASIS - According to paragraph 501 of the IAEA Safety Guide, “Inspection
and Enforcement by the Regulatory Body for Nuclear Power Plants (50-SGG4, Rev 1),” the regulatory body should provide written guidance to its
inspectors. The guidance should be sufficiently detailed to ensure that the
inspection programme is operated with consistency and equity. This is to
ensure that all nuclear power sites in a country are inspected to a common
standard and that the level of safety is consistent. The guidelines should allow
sufficient flexibility for inspectors to take the initiative in identifying and
addressing new concerns as they arise.
a)

Recommendation - SÚJB complete development of an inspection
manual which contains instructions for the implementation of the
inspection program including: (1) areas to be the subject of
inspection, (2) method of inspection to be used, (3) selection of
inspection samples, (4) relevant technical information and
questionnaires.
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(2)

BASIS - According to paragraphs 503 and 504 of the IAEA Safety Guide,
“Inspection and Enforcement by the Regulatory Body for Nuclear Power
Plants (50-SG-G4, Rev 1),” the regulatory body should develop standards of
conduct for inspectors that emphasise that the authority vested in inspectors
obliges them to conduct themselves on-site in a manner which inspires
confidence and respect concerning their competence and integrity. They
should, for example, make adequate preparation by gathering and reviewing all
relevant information and data before proceeding on an assignment and should
be knowledgeable about the area which they are required to inspect. The
importance of objectivity and fairness on the part of inspectors should also be
stressed by the regulatory body in its guidance along with the necessity to
respect, as far as possible, facility rules established by the operator.
a)

3.2

Suggestion - SÚJB should develop instructions for the standards of
conduct for inspectors as described in the paragraphs 503 and 504
of IAEA Safety Guide (50-SG-G4, Rev 1).

RESIDENT AND NON-RESIDENT INSPECTORS

Interviews with SÚJB management and inspectors revealed that the regulator
has not established specific requirements for maintaining inspector objectivity. When
specific actions for maintaining objectivity are established, the impartiality of an
inspector is less likely to be compromised in dealing with the licensee and the
inspector is less likely to become isolated from the activities and decision making of
the regulatory body. Creating opportunities for maintaining objectivity also serves to
help assure that inspectors are not isolated from evolving standards including best
practices within the nuclear industry.
In this same area, it was noted that SÚJB did not have any limitations on the
number of years that a resident inspector could be assigned to a specific site. The
IRRT recognised that the size of the regulator and the limited number of sites may
make it impractical to set specific time limits for the assignment of resident
inspectors. Other actions, such as assigning temporary duties at the headquarters
office, can be established in order to help assure inspector objectivity.
3.2.1. Recommendations and suggestions
(1)

BASIS - According to paragraph 409 of the IAEA Safety Guide, “Inspection
and Enforcement by the Regulatory Body for Nuclear Power Plants (50-SGG4, Rev 1),” in order to maintain objectivity, it may be necessary to change
locations of resident inspectors periodically or to give them more general
duties at headquarters from time to time.
a)

Suggestion SÚJB should consider development and
implementation of guidance which describes the ways in which
inspector objectivity can be assured.
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3.3.

SURVEILLANCE AND DIRECT OBSERVATIONS

The conduct of routine inspections was discussed during the interviews with
the Temelín site senior resident inspector. As a part of the discussions, the examples
of the types of activities specified to be reviewed in the procedure were examined. It
was noted that the current instruction does not contain all of the activities of areas
noted for observation by IAEA Safety Guides. For example, no provisions were
included for the observation of management presence, interfaces between departments
or boundaries of controlled areas.
Interviews with resident inspectors at the Temelín site and observation of
resident inspector inspection activities revealed that inspectors were accomplishing
performance based inspections. Inspection activities involved direct observation of
activities and discussions with licensee and contractor personnel. Inspectors had
performed appropriate reviews of procedures and standards in advance of inspection
activities
3.3.1. Recommendations and suggestions
(1)

BASIS - According to paragraph 512 of the IAEA Safety Guide, “Inspection
and Enforcement by the Regulatory Body for Nuclear Power Plants (50-SGG4, Rev 1),” the regulatory inspection programme should provide time for
general observation of the site by regulatory inspectors. These observations
are for the purpose of gaining an overall impression of the licensee’s
capabilities and performance and as such are not tied to specifically designated
components, systems or designated activities or tests. SÚJB accomplishes the
type of observations specified in paragraph 512 as a part of resident inspector
activities. The guidelines for resident inspector routine inspections developed
by SÚJB to cover these types of observations do not contain all of the areas
included in paragraph 512. In addition, these instructions are different for the
two nuclear power sites regulated by SÚJB.
a)

(2)

Suggestion - SÚJB should revise the resident inspector guidance
for routine inspections to cover all areas included for observation
recommended in paragraph 512 of IAEA Safety Guide (50-SG-G4,
Rev 1). The revised guidance should be used consistently at both
nuclear power plant sites.

BASIS - According to paragraph 512 of the IAEA Safety Guide, “Inspection
and Enforcement by the Regulatory Body for Nuclear Power Plants (50-SGG4, Rev 1),” planned inspection activities provide an opportunity for
examination of operator activities in order to confirm operator performance
and identify potential problems at an early stage.
a) Good practice - Inspectors were adequately prepared and
knowledgeable of licensee activities as they related to planned
inspection activities. This enabled the inspectors to accomplish
meaningful inspections of ongoing licensee activities in a manner
that allowed them to identify potential problems at an early stage.
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Inspections are to a large degree performance based. Inspectors
were observed monitoring ongoing testing activities and discussing
the progress of the testing with licensee personnel. Inspection
activities appeared to be a combination of in the field observation
of ongoing activities, discussions with licensee personnel, review of
regulatory and technical requirements and test results.
3.4.

DEVELOPMENT OF A PLANNED AND SYSTEMATIC INSPECTION
PROGRAMME.

SÚJB uses a six month schedule for planning inspection activities. In addition
to normally scheduled inspections, SÚJB performs reactive inspections in response to
events, incidents or when performance in specific areas is of concern. Monthly
reviews of the schedule are conducted by an Inspection Evaluation Board in order to
determine the need for revision of the schedule based upon licensee performance,
inspection results and changes to the licensee’s scheduled activities. In addition,
SÚJB periodically issues a formal evaluation of inspection activities in the form of an
inspection evaluation report. Inspections are, to a large extent, scheduled based upon
the licensees planned activities, as opposed to being scheduled in a manner that
ensures systematic and periodic reviews of all important activities.
For inspections at Temelín, a limited number of inspection procedures have
been developed for inspections covering certain commissioning activities and routine
resident inspector activities. For other types of inspections where no specific
inspection guidance has been developed, inspectors are expected to write inspection
plans without the benefit of specific guidelines for the inspection. In addition,
programme guidance has yet to be developed for the level of effort expected for
conducting different types of periodic inspections. As a result, the present program
for inspection scheduling and planning does not ensure that all important areas are
sufficiently inspected with a minimum expected level of effort on a periodic basis.
Discussion of planned SÚJB activities identified that as a part of
commissioning activities there was no plan to assess the ability of the operator’s
management system to progress from supervising construction to supervising
operation, and its arrangements for the transition.
3.4.1. Recommendations and Suggestions
(1)

BASIS - According to paragraph 301 of the IAEA Safety Guide, “Inspection
and Enforcement by the Regulatory Body for Nuclear Power Plants (50-SGG4, Rev 1),” the establishment and implementation of inspection programmes
should be comprehensive and thorough enough to provide a high level of
confidence that applicants/licensees are in compliance with the regulatory
requirements and are identifying and solving all actual and potential problems
in ensuring nuclear safety. This provides the means that the regulatory body
shall establish a planned and systematic inspection programme. More
specifically, paragraph 303 specifies that verification of overall
applicant/licensee performance also requires inspections that focus on a
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relatively broad range of subject areas and that do so with adequate depth and
frequency.
a)

(2)

BASIS - Paragraph A.15 of the IAEA Safety Guide, “Inspection and
Enforcement by the Regulatory Body for Nuclear Power Plants (50-SG-G4,
Rev 1),” entitled “Other commissioning activities,” specifies that there are a
number of areas requiring inspection by the Regulatory body during the
commissioning stage. The purpose of this inspection is to determine the ability
of the operator’s (licensee) management to progress from supervising
construction to supervising operation, and its arrangements for this.
a)

(3)

Recommendation - SÚJB should perform an assessment of the
management system effectiveness at the Temelín nuclear power
plant.
This assessment should review the ability of plant
management to progress for supervising construction to
supervising plant operation and its arrangements for doing so.

BASIS - According to paragraph 402 of the IAEA Safety Guide,“ Inspection
and Enforcement by the Regulatory Body for Nuclear Power Plants (50-SGG4, Rev 1),” in order to establish or modify an inspection programme fulfilling
the objectives of the safety guide, different methods may be used when
selecting the inspection areas and priorities for the inspection programme.
a)

3.5

Recommendation - SÚJB should further develop and implement a
systematic programme for inspection that ensures all appropriate
areas are inspected on a periodic basis. The programme should
also define the expected level of effort associated with each of the
inspection activities.

Good Practice - SÚJB utilizes a number of different sources for
Operating Experience Feedback. This information is considered
by the organization on a routine basis when determining upcoming
inspection activities. Discussions with SÚJB managers indicated
that there were a number of periodic and ongoing activities where
operational experience and lessons learned were reviewed to
ensure items of potential concern were incorporated into the
inspection programme. This included periodic interactions with
others involved with the operation and regulation of VVER design
reactors.

REVIEW OF INSPECTION AND ENFORCEMENT ACTIVITIES AND
ASSOCIATED DOCUMENTATION SYSTEM

During discussions with SÚJB managers regarding review of inspection
programme activities, it was noted that SÚJB performs a review of inspection
activities on a monthly basis and publishes an Inspection Evaluation Report.
Although this in part accomplished the requirements for a system to audit, review and
monitor inspection functions it did not cover all of the areas recommended for such a
system.
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Discussions with the Temelín Senior Resident Inspector indicated that a
database had been developed to track the review of disposition of certain items
identified during inspection activities. However, the system did not include reports of
non-compliance submitted by the licensee that require regulatory review to determine
if any further action on the part of the regulator is warranted. Further discussions with
SÚJB managers revealed that a formal tracking system had not been established to
track these particular reports. In order for SÚJB to ensure that these documents
receive the proper review and any follow-up action that may be appropriate is taken, it
is necessary to formally track them for accountability.

3.5.1. Recommendations and Suggestions
(1)

BASIS - According to paragraph 705 of the Draft IAEA Safety Standards
Series, “Regulatory Inspection of Nuclear Facilities and Enforcement by the
Regulatory Body,” the regulatory body should have a system to audit, review
and monitor all aspects of inspection and enforcement activities to ensure that
they are being carried out in a suitable and effective manner. The system
should ensure that any changes due to improvements in techniques or
otherwise, are implemented. Areas that should be audited include:
(a)Inspection guidance
(b)Inspection methods
(c)Inspection resource allocation
(d)Procedures within the regulatory body in relation to inspection
activities (e.g., planning of inspections, unresolved findings)
(e)Procedures for coordination of inspection activities with the review
and assessment process
(f)Procedures for involving consultants in inspection activities
(g)Recording of documentation
(h)Procedures related to enforcement actions
(i)Effectiveness of enforcement actions.
a)

(2)

Recommendation - SÚJB should implement a system to audit,
review and monitor all inspection and enforcement activities as
described in paragraph 705 Draft IAEA Safety Standards Series,
“Regulatory Inspection of Nuclear Facilities and Enforcement by
the Regulatory Body.”

BASIS - According to paragraph 604 of the Draft IAEA Safety Guide (GSG-1.2) a programme for production of documents for each facility should be
established by the regulatory body, taking into account the facilities to be
authorised and the available human and financial resources. This should
include the development of a system to control the status of identified
deficiencies in order to ensure timely implementation of corrective actions.
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a)

3.6.

Suggestion - SÚJB should consider development and
implementation of a system that tracks the status of identified
deficiencies, in particular, written reports submitted by the
licensee to SÚJB as required by Technical Specifications.

DISTRIBUTION AND USE OF INSPECTION REPORTS

Discussions with SÚJB managers and inspectors revealed inspection reports
are appropriately distributed within the organisation. Additionally, meetings are held
on a monthly basis with inspectors to discuss inspection findings for the two sites as
well as other potentially generic issues of potential significance. The routine sharing
of information is important to developing and maintaining an effective inspection
organisation as well as the development of resident inspector skills.
3.6.1. Recommendations and Suggestions
(1)

BASIS - According to paragraph 524 of the IAEA Safety Standards Series,
“Inspection and Enforcement by the Regulatory Body for Nuclear Power
Plants (50-SG-G4, Rev 1),” it is a good practice for inspection findings to be
discussed at regular meetings attended by groups of site inspectors.
a)

3.7.

Good Practice - SÚJB conducts inspector counterpart meetings on
a monthly basis. During these meetings inspection reports are
reviewed and inspection findings are discussed by inspectors.

IMPLEMENTATION OF THE INSPECTION PROGRAMME

3.7.1. Evaluation of inspection findings
The team noted that SÚJB has arrangements for reviewing the results of
inspections carried out by their inspectors. This is carried out by the “Inspection
Evaluation Board” which meets monthly at SÚJB headquarters and which consists of
the Heads of principal departments and is chaired by the SÚJB Vice Chairman. In
accordance with SÚJB procedure 008, this group reviews the reports of each of the
inspections made over the previous month at the two NPP sites and at issues arising.
If necessary this group can arrange for follow up inspections either by the Site
Inspectors or by other Specialist Inspectors, or can ensure that issues are progressed
directly with the Utility. The group can also reshape the forward inspection
programme at either site to take account of findings. This arrangement, which reflects
good practice elsewhere and the requirements of IAEA Safety Standards Series 50SG-G4 (rev.1) sections on “Inspection Planning” in relating inspection to Utility
performance, is considered to be a strength.
3.7.2. Readiness for Major Licensing Stages
The team interviewed SÚJB managers and inspectors to determine their
intentions for ensuring that a sufficiently wide range of inspections are conducted
over a period to inform major regulatory decisions such as fuel load or start of
operations. In particular, the team discussed SÚJB’s plans to include inspections to
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confirm operator training, team training, procedural and plant readiness, plant turn
over to operators and base-lining of plant maintenance. Although SÚJB recognised
the need to further develop this Readiness Assessment programme, this work is still in
progress.
3.7.2.1 Recommendations and suggestions
(1)

BASIS - IAEA Safety Standards Series Safety Guide No. 50-SG-G4 (Rev. 1)
includes guidance on the “Relationship between inspection activities and
licensing stages”. Included in the section on “other commissioning activities”
are requirements for ensuring readiness for progression from stage to stage.
a) Suggestion - SÚJB should further develop and formalise its readiness
assessment programme to support key licensing approval stages.

3.7.3. Temelín Inspection programme activities
It was evident to the team that the current focus of inspection work at Temelín
was dominated by the key current activities, i.e. commissioning of Unit 1 and
construction of Unit 2. Although it was noted above that SÚJB should develop and
implement an overall inspection programme and a Readiness Assessment programme
for the Temelín nuclear power plants in order to ensure that all important areas are
covered on a periodic basis, the team was satisfied that the current inspection
activities are appropriately focused at this time on areas which are important to the
assurance of plant safety and conformance to the safety report.
3.8.

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN REGULATOR AND LICENSEE

3.8.1. Housekeeping and Cleanliness Standards for Unit 2 construction
The team accompanied a Resident Inspector on a brief tour of inspection of
housekeeping and system maintenance of selected areas of Temelín Unit 2. Although
the resident inspector noted that during the last year the licensee had improved
performance in the housekeeping, maintenance and preservation of systems under
construction, it was apparent that continued emphasis was needed in this area. In
particular, the removal of scrap construction materials, unused scaffolding and general
cleanliness were areas where improved performance was needed. Improvement was
also needed in the implementation of appropriate foreign material exclusion controls.
The team believes that it will require licensee management attention with continued
emphasis by SÚJB to achieve the needed improvements. Although the team did not
observe any specific instances where these practices had a negative impact on the
quality of the construction, without improvements in these areas the potential for such
negative impacts exist. No specific recommendations are being made in this area in
view of SÚJB’s understanding of the need for continued improvement.
3.8.2. Co-operation of the Licensee with SÚJB
Co-operation of the operator is essential to ensure that regulatory inspection
can be carried out in an effective, informed and unhindered manner. The operator
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should at all times provide regulatory inspection personnel with the necessary
assistance and support required for carrying out their responsibilities. In discussions
with SÚJB regarding the co-operation of the licensee, several examples were noted
where it had been difficult for SÚJB to obtain the needed information from the
licensee. In addition, there had been instances where the Utility had repeatedly
challenged the findings of the Regulator, or had sought to challenge the legal basis of
regulatory actions. In the end the Regulator’s position prevailed. The team believes
that this may be indicative of weaknesses in the safety culture of the Utility, however,
SÚJB has engaged in a constructive dialogue with the Utility to secure improvements
in this area.
3.9.

GENERAL

3.9.1. Availability of English versions of regulatory process documents
While conducting this Reduced Scope IRRT the team which examined
inspection and regulatory process were hampered by the lack of English versions of
some of the key process documents. While this was countered in part by explanations
of the contents of such documents by SÚJB staff, the team felt that this delayed
progress and reduced the amount of scrutiny that could be given. While the team is
satisfied that it had sufficient visibility of key processes to support the above findings
it believes that translations of such documents will be essential to the work of the Full
Scope IRRT team due next year.
3.9.2. Remuneration for Inspectors
In discussions with SÚJB Inspectors the team noted that pay levels in the
regulator are lower than those in the regulated industry. While there is no evidence at
this time that this has led to any immediate recruitment or retention issues, the team
were aware that previous IAEA missions in equivalent countries have recommended
that salary disparities between the industry and regulatory bodies are kept under
review to ensure that such problems do not develop. The team believe that this
recommendation will also be valid for the Czech Republic.
3.9.2.1. Recommendations and suggestions
(1)

BASIS - Best practice in equivalent countries and as recommended by
previous IAEA missions.
a) Suggestion: SÚJB to keep the government apprised of the relationship
between salaries in the regulated industry and its ability.
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APPENDIX I - LIST OF LEGAL, REGULATORY AND INTERNAL
DOCUMENTS MADE AVAILABLE IN ENGLISH
Advance Reference Material
Regulatory documents:
• Law No.18/1997 Coll., on Peaceful Utilisation of Nuclear Energy and Ionising
Radiation (the Atomic Act);
• Regulation of the SÚJB No. 106/1998 Coll., on Nuclear Safety and Radiation
Protection Assurance during Commissioning and Operation of Nuclear
Facilities;
• Regulation of the SÚJB No. 195/1999 Coll., on Basic Design Criteria for Nuclear
Installations with Respect to Nuclear Safety Radiation Protection and
Emergency Preparedness.
Information on SÚJB and its practices:
• Extracts from the Annual Report of the SÚJB;
• Extracts from National Report of the Czech Republic under the Convention on
Nuclear Safety;
• A brief description of SÚJB inspection activities;
• A brief description of NPP Temelín licensing procedure.
Documents provided during mission
Internal procedure:
”Planning, Preparation, Implementation and Evaluation of the Inspection Activities.
Labelling and Archiving of Records and Inspection Reports.” Directive VDS 008.
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APPENDIX II - REGULATIONS ISSUED BY SÚJB
1. Regulation of the SÚJB No. 142/1997 Coll., on Type-Approval of Packaging
Assemblies for Transport, Storage, and Disposal of Radionuclide Sources and
Nuclear Materials, on Type-Approval of Ionising Radiation Sources, and on TypeApproval of Protective Devices for Work Involving Ionising Radiation Sources and
other Devices for Ionising Radiation Source Handling (on Type-Approval).
2. Regulation of the SÚJB No. 143/1997 Coll., on Transportation and Shipment of
Specified Nuclear Materials and Specified Radionuclide Sources.
3. Regulation of the SÚJB No. 144/1997 Coll., on Physical Protection of Nuclear
Materials and Nuclear Facilities and their Classification.
4. Regulation of the SÚJB No. 145/1997 Coll., on Accounting for and Control of
Nuclear Materials and their Detailed Specification.
5.

Regulation of the SÚJB No. 146/1997 Coll., Specifying Activities Directly
Affecting Nuclear Safety and Activities Especially Important from Radiation
Protection Viewpoint, Requirements on Qualification and Professional Training, on
Method to be Used for Verification of Special Professional Competency and for
Issue Authorisations to Selected Personnel, and the Form of Documentation to be
Approved for Licensing of Expert Training of Selected Personnel.

6. Regulation of the SÚJB No. 147/1997 Coll., Laying Down a List of Selected Items
and Dual Use Items in Nuclear Sector.
7. Regulation of the SÚJB No. 184/1997 Coll., on Radiation Protection Requirements.
8. Regulation of the SÚJB No. 214/1997 Coll., on Quality Assurance in Activities
Related to the Utilisation of Nuclear Energy and in Radiation Activities, and
Laying Down Criteria for the Assignment and Categorisation of Classified
Equipment into Safety Classes.
9.

Regulation of the SÚJB No. 215/1997 Coll., on Criteria for Siting Nuclear
Facilities and Very Significant Ionising Radiation Sources.

10.

Regulation of the SÚJB No. 219/1997 Coll., on Details of Emergency
Preparedness of Nuclear Facilities and Workplaces with Ionising Radiation
Sources, and on Requirements on the Content of On-Site Emergency Plans and
Emergency Rules.

11. Regulation of the SÚJB No. 106/1998 Coll., on Nuclear Safety and Radiation
Protection Assurance during Commissioning and Operation of Nuclear Facilities.
12. Regulation of the SÚJB No. 195/1999 Coll., on Basic Design Criteria for Nuclear
Installations with Respect to Nuclear Safety Radiation Protection and Emergency
Preparedness.
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13. Regulation of the SÚJB No. 196/1999 Coll., on Decommissioning of Nuclear
Installations and Working Places with Important and Very Important Sources of
Ionizing Radiation.
14. Regulation of the SÚJB No. 324/1999 Coll., on Limits of Concentration and
Amount of Nuclear Material for which Nuclear Liability
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APPENDIX III - LICENSING PROCESS
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APPENDIX V - SEZNAM PLATNÝCH SM RNIC SÚJB:
LIST OF SÚJB DIRECTIVES IN FORCE

VDS 01/1993 (rev. 5/2000)
OrganizaþQtiG6Ò-%6Ò-%2UJDQLVDWLRQ6FKHGXOH
3tORKD-6FKpPDRUJDQL]DþQtVWUXNWXU\$QQH[– The chart of organisation structure
Annex 2 - The SÚJB policy
3tORKD-3ROLWLND6WiWQtKR~DGXSURMDGHUQRX
EH]SHþQRVW
Annex 3 – SÚJB QA System Implementation
3tORKD- Strategie zavedení systému jakosti SÚJB
Strategy
VDS 02/1993
=NXãHEQtiG6WiWQt]NXãHEQtNRPLVHSURRY RYiQt6WDWXWHRIWKH6WDWH([DPLQDWLRQ&RPPLVVLRQ
]YOiãWQtRGERUQp]S$VRELORVWLY\EUDQêFKSUDFRYQtN$IRUYHULILFDWLRQRIVSHFLDOSURIHVVLRQDO
jaderných zDt]HQtFRPSHWHQFHRIVHOHFWHGSHUVRQQHORIQXFOHDU
installations
VDS 03/1993 (rev. 2/1998)
Business cars park service organisation
6P UQLFHRRUganizaci autoprovozu
VDS 04/1993 (rev. 1/1995)
3UDFRYQtiG7KHZRUNLQJUHJXODWLRQV
VDS 05/1993 (rev. 2/1999)
SpLVRYêDVNDUWDþQtiG,QWHUQDOGRFXPHQWDWLRQPDQDJHPHQW
'RSOQ N6SLVRYpKRDVNDUWDþQtKRiGX StND] $PHQGPHQWRILQWHUQDOGRFXPHQWDWLRQ
schedule;
6NDUWDþQtUHMVWtN
-PHQQêVH]QDPSUDFRYQtN$DMHMLFKR]QDþHQt/LVWRIZRUNHUVIRU,62$'V\VWHPQHHGV
SURSRWHE\V\VWpPX,62$'
VDS 06/1993 (rev. 1/1994)
6P UQLFHSURYêNRQVOX]E\VW\þQpKRPtVWDý5'LUHFWLYH for performance of “Co-ordination
v StSDG
MDGHUQpQHERUDGLDþQtKDYiULH3ODFH´DFWLYLW\LQWKH&]HFK5HSXEOLFLQWKH
6RXþLQQRVWQtGRKRGDFDVHRIQXFOHDURr radiological accident.
Co-ordination agreement.
VDS 07/1993
6P UQLFHRNYDOLILNDFLDRGERUQpStSUDY SUDFRYQtN$'LUHFWLYHRQTXDOLILFDWLRQDQGSURIHVVLRQDO
SÚJB
training of SÚJB staff members.
VDS 08/1993 (rev. 4/1999)
3OiQRYiQtStSUDYDSURYiG QtDKRGQRFHQtNRQWUROQt3ODQQLQJSUHSDUDWLRQUHDOLVDWLRQDQG
þLQQRVWL=QDþHQtDDUFKLYDFHSURWRNRO$D]SUiYRNRQWUROHHYDOXDWLRQRILQVSHFWLRQDFWLYLWLHV
Inspection
Reports and Protocols handling.
3tORKD,-9]RUIRUPXOiH3URWRNROX] inspekce
3tORKD,,-9]RUIRUPXOiH=SUiY\RNRQWUROH$QQH[ Inspection Protocol Form.
3tORKD,,,-,QVSHNþQtREODVWLDKRGQRWtFtNDWHJRULH$QQH[,QVSHFWLRQ5HSRUW)RUP
Annex 3: Inspection areas and
categories of evaluation.
VDS 09/1993
6P UQLFHSURSRVWXSSLY\D]RYiQtSHE\WHþQpKRD'LUHFWLYHRQGLVSODFH GLVFDUG SURFHVVRI
QHXSRWHELWHOQpKRPDMHWNXYHVSUiY 6WiWQtKR~DGXXVHOHVV6Ò-%SRVVHVVLRQ
SURMDGHUQRXEH]SHþQRVW

VDS 10/1994 (rev. 3/1998)
6P UQLFHSURKRVSRGDHQtVUR]SRþWRYêPLSURVWHGN\'LUHFWLYHRQHFRQRP\6Ò-%EXGJHWDQG
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DPDMHWNHP6Ò-%QDL]RYiQtDSH]NXãRYiní
KRVSRGiVNêFKRSHUDFtDRE K~þHWQtFKGRNODG$

possession handling, account inspection.

VDS 11/1994
6P UQLFHNH]S$VREX]DEH]SHþHQt2EFKRGQtYHHMQp'LUHFWLYHRQWKHPRGHOHQVXULQJRI
commercial public tenders on the
VRXW åHQDVWiWQt]DNi]N\
State procurement.
VDS 12/1994
6WDWXWSUDFRYQtVNXSLQ\³0HWURORJLFNp]DEH]SHþHQt6WDWXWHRIWKH:RUNLQJ*URXSRQ
Czech nuclear installation metrology.
-=ý5´
VDS 13/1994
6P UQLFHRSUDFRYQtþLQQRVWLORNDOLWQtFKLQVSHNWRU$'LUHFWLYHRQWKHZRUNLQJDFWLYLW\RI
6Ò-%QDMDGHUQpHOHNWUiUQ 'XNRYDQ\ the SÚJB resident inspectors.
VDS 14/1994
6P UQLFHRSURYR]XSRþtWDþRYpVtW 6Ò-%'LUHFWLYHRQ6Ò-%FRPSXWHUQHWZRUN
operation.
VDS 16/1994
6WDWXW.RRUGLQDþQtKRNUL]RYpKRFHQWUDSURUDGLDþQt6WDWXWHRI(PHUJHQF\5HVSRQVH&HQWUH
havárie
for radiology accidents.
VDS 17/1994 (rev. 2/2000)
6P UQLFHVWDQRYXMtFtRGSRY GQRVWLSUDFRYQtN$6Ò-%'LUHFWLYHRQWKHUHVSRQVLELOLW\RIWKH
v procesu schvalování jaderné elektrárny Temelín
SÚJB workers in the process of NPP
Temelín commissioning.
VDS 18/1994
6P UQLFHVWDQRYXMtFtRGSRY GQRVWLSUDFRYQtN$6Ò-%'LUHFWLYHRQWKHUHVSRQVLELOLW\RIWKH
YSURFHVXVFKYDORYiQt3URYR]QtEH]SHþQRVWQt]SUiY\6Ò-%ZRUNHUVLQWKHSURFHVVRIDSSURYDO
jaderné elektrárny Dukovany po 10 letech provozu
(assessment) of NPP Dukovany Operational
Safety Report after 10 years of operation.
VDS 19/1995
6P UQLFH³.ULWpULDSURYêE USUDFRYQtN$SOQtFtFK'LUHFWLYHRQVHOHFWLRQRIHPSOR\HHV
VOXåE\YUiPFL..&D6W\þQpKRPtVWDý5´UHVSRQVLEOHIRUGXWLHVLQ(PHUJHQF\
Response Centre and in Co-ordination
Place in the Czech Republic.
VDS 20/1995
Directive on procedure for conclusion of
6P UQLFHSURSRVWXSSLX]DYtUiQtVPOXYRGtORY
contracts in order with the Act No.199/1994
VRXODGXVH]iNRQHPþ6E
Coll.
VDS 21/1995 (rev. 1/1996)
6P UQLFH– Pracovní pokyQ\SURþLQQRVWSUDFRYQtN$'LUHFWLYHRQZRUNLQJDFWLYLWLHVRIWKH6Ò-%
workers responsible for duties in Co6Ò-%SOQtFtFK~NRO\VW\þQpKRPtVWDý5Y
PLPRSUDFRYQtGRE  ordination Place after daily working hours.
VDS 22/1995
6WDWXWRGERUQêFKNRPLVtSURKRGQRFHQtYêSRþWRYêFK6WDWXWHRIWKHVSHFLDO&RPPLVVLRQVIRU
SURJUDP$]t]HQêFK6WiWQtP~DGHPSURMDGHUQRXHYDOXDWLRQRIFRPSXWHUFRGHVHVWDEOLshed
EH]SHþQRVWE\6Ò-%
VDS 23/1995
6P UQLFHSURSRXåLWtILQDQþQtFKSURVWHGN$6Ò-%QD'LUHFWLYHRQXVLQJRIILQDQFLDOVRXUFHVIRU
hosting (routs) and gifts.
SRKRãW QtDGDU\

VDS 24/1995
6P UQLFHR]S$VREX]DEH]SHþRYiQtYQLWQtNRQWURO\'LUHFWLYHRQ6Ò-%LQWHUQDODXGLW
SÚJB
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VDS 25/1996
6P UQLFHRSRVN\WRYiQtRVREQtFKRFKUDQQêFKSUDFRYQtFK'Lrective on providing of personal
SURVWHGN$SURSUDFRYQtN\6Ò-%DSUDFRYQtN\6Ò52SURWHFWLYHHTXLSPHQWIRU6Ò-%ZRUNHUV
z dislokovaných pracoviš 6Ò-%DQGIRUZRUNHUVRI1DWLRQDO5DGLDWLRQ
Protection Institute from SÚJB Regional
Centres.
VDS 26/1996
Sm UQLFHQHE\ODY\GiQD'LUHFWLYHKDVEHHQQRW\HWLVVXHG

VDS 27/1996
6P UQLFHSURY\GiYiQtHGLþQtDG\6Ò-%³%H]SHþQRVW'LUHFWLYHRQ3XEOLVKLQJRI6Ò-%6HULHV
“Safety of Nuclear Installations”.
MDGHUQêFK]Dt]HQt´
VDS 28/1996
6P UQLFHNHWYRUE RUJDQL]DþQtFKQRUHP6Ò-%'LUHFWLYHRQFUHDWLRQRI6Ò-%
Organisational Regulations.
Annex 1
3tORKD
3tORKD$QQH[
Annex 3
3tORKD
3tORKD$QQH[
3tORKD$QQH[
VDS 29/1996 (rev. 1/1999)
6P UQLFHRVSUiYQtPt]HQtYHY FLXNOiGiQtSRNXWSRGOH'LUHFWLYHRQ$GPLQLVWUDWLRQ3URFHGXUHLQ
]iNRQDþ6ERVWiWQtPGR]RUXQDGMDGHUQRXWKHPDWWHURILPSRVHRISHQDOWLHVDFFRUGLQJ
to the Act No. 28/1984 Coll., on State
EH]SHþQRVWtMDGHUQêFK]Dt]HQt
Supervision on Nuclear Safety of Nuclear
Installation.
VDS 30/1996
6P UQLFHNKRGQRFHQtYêSRþWRYêFKSURJUDP$SUR'LUHFWLYHRQHYDOXDWLRQRIFRPSXWers
SRVX]RYiQtMDGHUQpEH]SHþQRVWLFRGHVIRUQXFOHDUVDIHW\DVVHVVPHQW
VDS 31/1998
(Ing. Krotil ) dosud nevydána

(Mr. Krotil) still not issued.

VDS 032/1998
SP UQLFHRVSUiYQtFKSRSODWFtFK'LUHFWLYHRQDGPLQLVWUDWLRQIHHV
VDS 033/1998
6P UQLFHNWHURXVHXVWDYXMH6WiWQt]NXãHEQtNRPLVHSUR'LUHFWLYHRQHVWDEOLVKLQJRIWKH6WDWH
RY RYiQt]YOiãWQtRGERUQp]S$VRELORVWLY\EUDQêFK([DPLQDWLRQ&RPPLVVLRQIRUYHULILFDWLRQ
SUDFRYQtN$MDGHUQêFK]Dt]HQtRIVSHFLDOSURIHVVLRQDOFRPSHWHQF\RI
selected personnel of nuclear facilities.
3tORKD$QQH[
Annex 2
3tORKD
3tORKD$QQH[
3tORKD$QQH[

VDS 034/1998
6P UQLFHRSRVWXSXNUHDOL]DFL]DKUDQLþQtFKSUDFRYQtFK'LUHFWLYHRQWKHSURFHVVRIUHDOLVDWLRQRI
FHVWDSRVN\WRYiQtILQDQþQtFKQiKUDGSL]DKUDQLþQtFKZRUNLQJWULSVWRDEURDGDQGSURYLGLQJRI
pracovních cestách
financial compensation of expenses.
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VDS 035/1999
6P UQLFHRSRVN\WRYiQtLQIRUPDFtYHHMQRVWLDVG ORYDFtP'LUHFWLYHRQSURYLGLQJLQIRUPDWLRQWRWKH
public and to the mass media.
SURVWHGN$P
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APPENDIX VI - SYNOPSIS OF RECOMMENDATIONS, SUGGESTIONS
AND GOOD PRACTICES
Recommendations
R.1. The operational license for Temelín, when granted, should include a requirement
for a periodic safety review (PSR) to be carried out every 10 years. The PSR
should include evaluations based on a balance of deterministic and probabilistic
analysis.
R.2. SÚJB should be able to acquire external expertise when and as far as it is
necessary. To facilitate the availability of long term competence, in order to
mange the balance between key competences available either within SÚJB or in
supporting organizations, SÚJB should be able to
contract external expertise without any time limits in the contracts
•
select the consulted experts by the principle of best available expertise in
•
respect to the objects to be evaluated
build up long term co-operation with capable experts of technical or
•
scientific organisations in order to retain access to enough independent
expertise.
R.3. SÚJB should review the internal processes associated with review and
assessment, authorization, inspection and enforcement, and ensure these are
documented in the QA system.
R.4. SÚJB complete development of an inspection manual which contains
instructions for the implementation of the inspection program including: (1)
areas to be the subject of inspection, (2) method of inspection to be used, (3)
selection of inspection samples, (4) relevant technical information and
questionnaires.
R.5. SÚJB should further develop and implement a systematic programme for
inspection that ensures all appropriate areas are inspected on a periodic basis.
The programme should also define the expected level of effort associated with
each of the inspection activities.
R.6. SÚJB should perform an assessment of the management system effectiveness at
the Temelín nuclear power plant. This assessment should review the ability of
plant management to progress for supervising construction to supervising plant
operation and its arrangements for doing so.
R.7. SÚJB should implement a system to audit, review and monitor all inspection
and enforcement activities as described in paragraph 705 Draft IAEA Safety
Standards Series, “Regulatory Inspection of Nuclear Facilities and Enforcement
by the Regulatory Body.”
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Suggestions
S.1. SÚJB should consider what could be done to ensure that there is proper coordination between different governmental bodies at the additional permit stages
and for reactor pressure vessel inspections at the relevant main licensing stages.
S.2. Suggestion: SÚJB could take benefit from relevent documents on format and
content of documents to be submitted in applications for an authorisation which
have been published by various regulatory bodies.
S.3. The procedure for defining regulatory actions based on categorisation of
modifications applied at Dukovany nuclear power plant should also be
implemented in the regulatory process during the operational phase for Temelín
nuclear power plant.
S.4. SÚJB should develop instructions for the standards of conduct for inspectors as
described in the paragraphs 503 and 504 of IAEA Safety Guide (50-SG-G4, Rev
1).
S.5. SÚJB should consider development and implementation of guidance which
describes the ways in which inspector objectivity can be assured.
S.6. SÚJB should revise the resident inspector guidance for routine inspections to
cover all areas included for observation recommended in paragraph 512 of
IAEA Safety Guide (50-SG-G4, Rev 1). The revised guidance should be used
consistently at both Nuclear power plant sites.
S.7. SÚJB should consider development and implementation of a system that tracks
the status of identified deficiencies, in particular, written reports submitted by
the licensee to SÚJB as required by Technical Specifications.
S.8. SÚJB should further develop and formalise its readiness assessment programme
to support key licensing approval stages.
S.9. SÚJB to keep the government apprised of the relationship between salaries in
the regulated industry and its ability.
Good Practices
G.1. The procedure for defining regulatory actions based on categorisation of
modifications applied at Dukovany nuclear power plant is a good tool for
effective targetting of regulatory resources.
G.2. SÚJB can obtain technical and scientific advice from the advisory committees
for nuclear safety and radiation protection which comprise Czech and foreign
professionals.
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G.3. As a result of discussions between SÚJB and licensee some severe accident
management features have been incorporated to the design, even though this is
not a legal requirement.
G.4. The documentation of the assessment results in a structured and systematic way
in the SER can be seen as a good practice. Especially when the assessment
criteria are a combination of the national, international practices and related
standards.
G.5. Inspectors were adequately prepared and knowledgeable of licensee activities as
they related to planned inspection activities. This enabled the inspectors to
accomplish meaningful inspections of ongoing licensee activities in a manner
that allowed them to identify potential problems at an early stage. Inspections
are to a large degree performance based. Inspectors were observed monitoring
ongoing testing activities and discussing the progress of the testing with licensee
personnel. Inspection activities appeared to be a combination of in the field
observation of ongoing activities, discussions with licensee personnel, review of
regulatory and technical requirements and test results.
G.6. SÚJB utilizes a number of different sources for Operating Experience Feedback.
This information is considered by the organization on a routine basis when
determining upcoming inspection activities. Discussions with SÚJB managers
indicated that there were a number of periodic and ongoing activities where
operational experience and lessons learned were reviewed to ensure items of
potential concern were incorporated into the inspection programme. This
included periodic interactions with others involved with the operation and
regulation of VVER design reactors.
G.7. SÚJB conducts inspector counterpart meetings on a monthly basis. During
these meetings inspection reports are reviewed and inspection findings are
discussed by inspectors.
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APPENDIX VII - TEAM COMPOSITION

Mr. O. Groezinger
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Vehrkehr, Germany
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Radiation and Nuclear Safety Authority of
Finland

Mr. D. Lacey, Team Leader

IAEA, Safety Assessment Section
Department of Nuclear Safety

Mr. A. Rae

HSE, Nuclear Installations Inspectorate, UK

Mr. M. Tschiltz

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
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